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Tales of the Otherworld Women of the Otherworld Vintage Canada Have you ever wondered how lone wolf Clayton
Danvers ﬁnally got bitten by the last thing he ever expected: love? Or how the hot-blooded bad-girl witch Eve Levine
managed to ensnare the cold, ruthless corporate sorcerer, Kristof Nast in one of the Otherworld’s most unlikely
pairings? Would you like to be a ﬂy on the wall at the wedding of Lucas Cortez and Paige Winterbourne, as their
eminently practical plans are gradually upended by their well-meaning friends? Or tag along with Lucas and Paige as
they investigate a rather gruesome case that looks to be the result of a rogue vampire? Now, Otherworld readers can
share these moments with some of their favorite characters–as well as catching welcome glimpses into the minds of
some of the lesser-known players. But even readers new to the Otherworld universe will ﬁnd much to love in these
seven tales of friendship, adventure, and enduring romance. Anthology contains: Rebirth, Birthright, Beginnings,
Ghosts, Expectations, Wedding Bell Hell, The Case of El Chupacabra and a new story narrated by Eve. Tales of the
Otherworld A Novel Random House Canada More of New York Times best-selling author Kelley Armstrong's most popular
Otherworld characters get a chance to shine in this second short ﬁction collection, showcasing critical moments from
many diﬀerent lives. Kelley Armstrong's readers have proven themselves a dedicated fan-base: her previous hardcover
collection of short stories, Men of the Otherworld, appeared on the New York Times bestseller list, and Canadian lists
too - despite three of the stories having been available, unedited and for free, for years on Armstrong's website. With
a similar format - a handful of reedited stories and one wholly original novella - Tales of the Otherworld explores the
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lives of some of Armstrong's most popular characters, giving readers glimpses into how Clay and Elena met, how Eve
and Kristof ﬁrst hooked up (a brand new novella), and how Lucas and Paige got married. Kelley is a superstar of the
genre, and Tales of the Otherworld is a great way to begin 2010. Tales Of The Otherworld Book 2 of the Tales of the
Otherworld Series Hachette UK 'There is something for everyone between the covers. Fans of the Otherworld can ﬁnd
out more about their favourite characters, and many new readers will be intrigued enough to pursue the novels. The
book is a win-win situation for any reader.' - The Globe and Mail 'Armstrong's longtime fans . . . will be delighted.' Publishers Weekly A young vampire learns the heavy price of his new existence; black witch Eve Levine meets Kristof
Nast, her soul mate and her nemesis; Lucas Cortez, lawyer, sorcerer and unwilling heir to his father's Cabal, sets out
on a case that will change his destiny; Paige Winterbourne discovers just how fraught a white (witch) wedding can be
and Elena Michaels begins her unwitting journey to a new life - as the only female werewolf in the world . . . These
brilliant, self-contained stories are a perfect introduction to the series and a wonderful addition to the existing novels.
Tales From the Otherworld will delight fans and curious new readers alike. Kelley Armstrong's gripping and imaginative
short stories are brought together in a fantastic new collection. Books by Kelley Armstrong: Women of the Otherworld
series Bitten Stolen Dime Store Magic Industrial Magic Haunted Broken No Humans Involved Personal Demon Living
with the Dead Frost Bitten Walking the Witch Spellbound Thirteen Nadia Staﬀord Exit Strategy Made to be Broken Wild
Justice Rockton City of the Lost A Darkness Absolute This Fallen Prey Watcher in the Woods Alone in the Wild Darkest
Powers The Summoning The Awakening The Reckoning Otherworld Tales Men of the Otherworld Tales of the
Otherworld Otherworld Nights Otherworld Secrets Otherworld Chills Darkness Rising The Gathering The Calling The
Rising Cainsville Omens Visions Deceptions Betrayals Rituals Otherworld Chills Vintage Canada The ﬁfth and ﬁnal
collection of stories--including an original novella exclusive to this book--featuring the fascinating werewolves,
witches, necromancers, angels and demons of Kelley Armstrong's internationally bestselling Women of the Otherworld
series. A must-have for fans! Nobody has done paranormal suspense as brilliantly as Canada's own Kelley Armstrong in
her Globe and Mail and New York Times bestselling Women of the Otherworld Series. Through thirteen novels, starting
with Bitten (which inspired a hit TV series) and ending with 13, the suspense never let up, and fans were thrilled by
kick-ass heroines like Elena and Savannah, deft plotting, unfolding love stories, great sex, clever wit and dark and
imaginative twists and turns. This ﬁnal collection of stories featuring the characters so many fans have come to love
completes several important storylines at the same time as it delivers on Kelley Armstrong's trademark inventiveness
and talent for adventure. Otherworld Secrets More Thrilling Otherworld Tales Vintage Canada For fans of Kelley
Armstrong's beloved, bestselling series, an exciting collection of novellas and stories, both original and chosen by the
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author, featuring her Otherworld characters in heart-stopping, pulse-racing action. Globe and Mail and New York Times
bestselling author Kelley Armstrong captivated readers with her thirteen-novel Women of the Otherworld series of
supernatural thrillers. Though the series is over, her characters live on, not only for her fans but for Kelley herself. In
this new collection of deeply enjoyable, compulsively readable novellas and short stories, she throws her wonderful
characters deep into tricky situations that test not only their ability to safely navigate danger but also their
relationships with each other. On top of these treats, she also oﬀers her readers a terriﬁc, brand-new novella featuring
Karl and Hope, on what just may be Karl's last heist. From the Hardcover edition. Men of the Otherworld Vintage Canada
Kelley Armstrong – Globe and Mail and New York Times bestselling author – is back with a true gift for her fans: an
exclusive glimpse into the minds and hearts of the men of the Pack Kelley Armstrong has made a huge name for
herself with her trademark portrayals of the strong, unusually gifted women who populate her Otherworld. But her
fans have always wanted to know more about the men who love these women, and revealed in the pages of this
collection are the life stories – and secrets – of Clay and Jeremy, two of the sexiest and most mysterious men of the
Otherworld. Originally published by the author on her website (but since removed), these thrilling tales reveal how
Clay became a werewolf, how he came to be adopted by Jeremy, Jeremy’s struggles to become the Alpha of the Pack
and his terrible conﬂict with his father, Malcolm. A brand-new story, written for this collection, reveals how Jeremy
came to be a visionary and healer: touchy-feely qualities uncommon in a werewolf. The result is a perfect companion to
Kelley’s bestselling series and a treasure for fans. Bitten Vintage Canada An erotically charged, addictive thriller from
the future queen of suspense. Living in Toronto for a year, Elena is leading the normal life she has always dreamed of,
including a stable job as a journalist and a nice apartment shared with her boyfriend. As the lone female werewolf in
existence, only her secret midnight prowls and her occasional inhuman cravings set her apart. Just one year ago, life
was very diﬀerent. Adopted by the Pack when bitten, Elena had spent years struggling with her resentment at having
her life stolen away. Torn between two worlds, and overwhelmed by the new passions coursing through her body, her
only option for control was to deny her awakening needs and escape. But now the Pack has called Elena home to help
them ﬁght an alliance of renegade werewolves who are bent on exposing and annihilating the Pack. And although
Elena is obliged to rejoin her "family," she vows not to be swept up in Pack life again, no matter how natural it might
feel. She has made her choice. Trouble is, she's increasingly uncertain if it's the right one. An erotically charged
thriller, Bitten will awaken the voracious appetite of every reader, as the age-old battle between man and beast,
between human and inhuman forces, comes to a head in one small town and within one woman's body. Otherworld
Nights More Otherworld Tales Vintage Canada For every fan of the Otherworld who is longing for more, an exciting,
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suspenseful and sexy new collection of stories and novellas, both original and curated by Kelley Armstrong from her
short ﬁction. The Globe and Mail and New York Times bestselling author Kelley Armstrong captivated audiences with
her 13-novel Women of the Otherworld series of supernatural thrillers. Though the series is over, her characters live
on, not only with her fans but for Kelley too. In this new collection, she brings together some of her favourite love
matches, taking us on honeymoon with her werewolves, Elena and Clay; showing us how her vampires, Cassandra and
Aaron, express their unique bond; revealing how Karl proposed to Hope; and how the young Australian werewolf,
Reese, learned the dangers of love, among other stories. And by popular demand, included here is the fan-favourite
novella, Hidden. As an exciting conclusion, Armstrong has written a brand-new novella that takes us beyond the end of
Thirteen to show us what happens after Savannah and Adam save the Otherworld--and realize they really do love each
other. Lots of excitement as usual, but can these 2 ﬁnd happiness? Haunted Seal Books THE CONTINUING ADVENTURES
OF THE SMART, SEXY — SUPERNATURAL — WOMEN OF THE OTHERWORLD Eve Levine — half-demon, black witch and
devoted mother — has been dead for three years. She has a great house, an interesting love life and can’t be killed
again — which comes in handy when you’ve made as many enemies as Eve. Yes, the afterlife isn’t too bad — all she
needs to do is ﬁnd a way to communicate with her daughter, Savannah, and she’ll be happy. But fate — or more
exactly, the Fates — have other plans. Eve owes them a favor, and they’ve just called it in. An evil spirit called the Nix
has escaped from hell. She feeds on chaos and death, and is very good at persuading people to kill for her. The Fates
want Eve to hunt her down before she does any more damage, but the Nix is a dangerous enemy — previous hunters
have been driven insane in the process. As if that’s not problem enough, the only way to stop her is with an angel’s
sword. And Eve is no angel. . . . Thirteen A Women of the Otherworld Novel Random House Canada The exciting, pageturning LAST episode of Kelley Armstrong's acclaimed, bestselling Women of the Otherworld series! Savannah Levine,
a young witch of remarkable power and a dangerous pedigree, staggers away from a bomb blast in New Orleans, glad
that she's managed to rescue her half-brother Bryce from the supernatural revolutionaries who'd held him captive. But
everyone and everything she holds dear is still at risk. The reveal movement has shaken the Otherworld to its core and
the resulting chaos has thinned the boundaries between dimensions, allowing creatures of the deeper realms to break
through and wreak havoc on supernaturals but also on innocent humans. Although she's been temporarily stripped her
of her powers, Savannah knows she has a crucial part to play in this war of survival. In fact the fate of her loved ones-of Adam, the friend she hopes will become a lover; of Paige and Lucas, her guardians; of the werewolf Pack and Jaime
Vegas; of a pregnant Hope; of her brothers Sean and Bryce--and of the human world rests on her shoulders. If she can
ﬁnd the way and the will to defend them. Only in the ﬁnal battle will Savannah ﬁnd out her true capacities, and what
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love will drive her to do. In 13, Kelley Armstrong brings her powerful and unique saga to a deeply satisfying end:
thrilling, surprising and harrowing. Led Astray: The Best of Kelley Armstrong Tachyon Publications Welcome to the many
worlds of #1 New York Times bestselling author Kelley Armstrong (Otherworld, Cainsville). As her SyFy channel series,
Bitten, enters its second season, Armstrong continues to breathe new life into city-dwelling vampires, werewolves, and
zombies. Now travel even further with her, to a post-apocalyptic fortress, a superstitious village, a supernatural
brothel, and even feudal Japan. In Led Astray, you’ll discover the stories of new characters from within and outside
Armstrong’s popular novels. Here you will ﬁnd two original tales from Cainsville, plus journeys to and beyond the
worlds of Darkest Powers, Age of Legends, Otherworld, and more. Bold and humorous, passionate and heart-stopping,
here is Kelley Armstrong at her versatile best. No Humans Involved Vintage Canada Readers around the world have
fallen for Kelley Armstrong’s intoxicating, sensual and wicked tales of the paranormal, in which demons and witches,
werewolves and vampires collide – often hilariously, sometimes violently – with everyday life. In Armstrong’s ﬁrst six
novels, Elena, Paige and Eve have had their way with us. Now get ready for Jaime Vegas, the luscious, lovelorn and
haunted necromancer. . . Jaime, who knows a thing or two about showbiz, is on a television shoot in Los Angeles when
weird things start to happen. As a woman whose special talent is raising the dead, her threshold for weirdness is
pretty high: she’s used to not only seeing dead people but hearing them speak to her in very emphatic terms. But for
the ﬁrst time in her life – as invisible hands brush her skin, unintelligible fragments of words are whispered into her
ears, and beings move just at the corner of her eye–she knows what humans mean when they talk about being
haunted. She is determined to get to the bottom of these manifestations, but as she sets out to solve the mystery she
has no idea how scary her investigation will get, or to what depths ordinary humans will sink in their attempts to gain
supernatural powers. As she digs into the dark underside of Los Angeles, she’ll need as much Otherworld help as she
can get in order to survive, calling on her personal angel, Eve, and Hope, the well-meaning chaos demon. Jeremy, the
alpha werewolf, is also by her side oﬀering protection. And, Jaime hopes, maybe a little more than that. “As I knelt on
the cobblestones to begin the ritual, I opened not some ancient leather pouch, but a Gucci make-up bag. . . . I know
little about the geography and theology of the afterlife, but I do know that the worst spirits are kept secured, and my
risk of “accidentally” tapping into a hell dimension is next to nil. Even if I do bring back some depraved killer’s spirit,
what can it do to me? When you deprive someone of the ability to act in the living world, he’s pretty darned helpless.
In death, even the worst killer plummets from lethal to merely annoying. Yet whatever had been trying to contact me
apparently could cross that barrier, could act in the living world. . .at least on me. I added an extra helping of vervain
to the censer.” —from No Humans Involved Dime Store Magic Women of the Otherworld Vintage Canada From Canada’s
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new queen of suspense, another hugely entertaining supernatural thriller that will have you on the edge of your seat.
Prepare to be enchanted . . . Forget the cackling green hag in The Wizard of Oz, forget Samantha from Bewitched. Real
witches are nothing, NOTHING like this. For years real witches have hidden their powers, afraid of being persecuted.
They have integrated so well into the community, you could have a witch living right next door and never know about
it. Take Paige, for instance, whom we ﬁrst met in Kelley Armstrong’s novel Stolen. Just an ordinary twenty-something
who runs her own website design company, worries about her weight and wonders if she’ll ever ﬁnd a boyfriend. Okay,
so she’s leader of the American Coven and guardian of Savannah, the teenage daughter of a black witch. Really, life is
ordinary. But then a telekinetic half-demon, Leah O’Donnell, shows up to ﬁght for custody of Savannah. And although
Paige is ready for her, she’s not quite so prepared for the team of supernaturals that Leah brings with her, including a
powerful sorcerer who claims to be Savannah’s father. When all hell breaks loose -- literally -- and Paige is accused of
witchcraft, Satanism and murder, the Coven, fearing exposure, abandons her. Cut oﬀ from her friends, Paige is forced
against her better judgment to accept the help of a young sorcerer lawyer. And she quickly comes to realize that
keeping Savannah could mean losing everything else. Breathtakingly thrilling, hip and funny, this new novel is another
page-turning triumph from an author who is going from strength to strength. “I had a feeding frenzy on my front lawn,
an unconscious paranormal investigator on my stairs, and, somewhere out there, an entire Cabal special projects team
devoted to ruining my life.” -- from Dime Store Magic Brazen Subterranean Nick Sorrentino knows everyone in the
supernatural world considers him the Pack's playboy, the pretty but not very useful werewolf whose only reputation
involves his amorous exploits. Usually, Nick couldn't care less what anyone outside the Pack thinks of him. But when it
aﬀects his hunt for Malcolm Danvers, a psychotic bogeyman from the Pack's past, it matters. Necessity forces Nick to
team up with mercenary half-demon Vanessa Callas to run Malcolm to ground in Detroit. Together, they discover
Malcolm is more deadly than ever. And he wants to play. It's time for Nick to prove he's not just a lover. He's a ﬁghter.
Frostbitten Bantam While investigating fatal wolf attacks on humans near Anchorage, werewolf and new mom Elena
Michaels and her husband, Clay, encounter more than they expect in a savage force that awakens their animal natures.
Personal Demon Bantam In her acclaimed Women of the Otherworld series, Kelley Armstrong has created a scintillating
realm where the supernatural and the human coexist on the edge of darkness, romance, and eternity. Now Armstrong
tells the captivating tale of a young woman with an insatiable lust for danger. She can’t help it. It’s in her blood.
Tabloid reporter Hope Adams appears to live the life of an ordinary working girl. But in addition to possessing the
beauty of a Bollywood princess, Hope has other unique traits. For she is a half demon—a human fathered by a demon.
And she’s inherited a hunger for chaos. Naturally, when she’s chosen by a very dangerous group for a very dangerous
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mission that will take her through Miami’s hot spots, she jumps at the chance. But Hope is a little too good at this job.
And soon she’s in a little too deep. To save herself, she’ll have to unleash her most primal instincts—and open herself,
mind and body, to everything she most fears . . . and desires. Stolen Penguin The second novel in the #1 New York
Times bestselling Otherworld series. Elena Michaels is back—and she has company. When a young witch tells Elena
that a group of humans are kidnapping supernaturals, Elena ignores the warning. After all, everyone knows there’s no
such thing as witches. As for the thought of other ‘supernaturals’, well, she’d just rather not dwell on the possibility.
Soon, however, she’s confronted with the truth about her world, when she’s kidnapped and thrown into a cell-block
with witches, sorcerers, half-demons and other werewolves. As Elena soon discovers, dealing with her fellow captives
is the least of her worries. In this prison, the real monsters carry the keys. Lending a mission of vampires, demons,
shamans, and witches, Elena is lured into the net of ruthless Internet billionaire Tyrone Winsloe, who is well on his way
to amassing a private collection of supernaturals. He plans to harness their powers for himself—even if it means killing
them. For Elena, kidnapped and imprisoned deep underground, unable to tell her friends from her enemies, choosing
the right allies is a matter of life and death. Broken Seal Books In this thrilling new novel from the author of Industrial
Magic, a pregnant werewolf may have unwittingly unleashed Jack the Ripper on the twenty-ﬁrst century — and become
his next target… Ever since she discovered she’s pregnant, Elena Michaels has been on edge. After all, she’s never
heard of another living female werewolf, let alone one who’s given birth. But thankfully, her expertise is needed to
retrieve a stolen letter allegedly written by Jack the Ripper. As a distraction, the job seems simple enough — only the
letter contains a portal to Victorian London’s underworld, which Elena inadvertently triggers — unleashing a vicious
killer and a pair of zombie thugs. Now Elena must ﬁnd a way to seal the portal before the unwelcome visitors get what
they’re looking for — which, for some unknown reason, is Elena… Living with the Dead Vintage Canada The men and
women of the Otherworld – witches, werewolves, demons, vampires – live unseen among us. Only now a reckless killer
has torn down the wall, trapping one very human woman in the supernatural crossﬁre. Robyn moved to LA after her
husband died to try to put some distance between herself and the life they had together. And the challenges of her job
as the PR consultant to a Paris Hilton wannabe are pretty distracting. But then her celebutante is gunned down in a
night club, and Robyn is suddenly the prime suspect. The two people most determined to clear her are her old friend,
the half-demon tabloid reporter Hope Adams, and a homicide detective with an uncanny aﬃnity for the dead. Soon
Robyn ﬁnds herself in the heart of a world she never even knew existed – and which she was safer knowing nothing
about . . . Industrial Magic Women of the Otherworld Seal Books Meet the smart, sexy — supernatural — women of the
otherworld. This is not your mother’s coven... Kelley Armstrong returns with the eagerly awaited follow-up to Dime
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Store Magic. Paige Winterbourne, a headstrong young woman haunted by a dark legacy, is now put to the ultimate test
as she ﬁghts to save innocents from the most insidious evil of all.. . . In the aftermath of her mother’s murder, Paige
broke with the elite, ultraconservative American Coven of Witches. Now her goal is to start a new Coven for a new
generation. But while Paige pitches her vision to uptight thirty-something witches in business suits, a more urgent
matter commands her attention. Someone is murdering the teenage oﬀspring of the underworld’s most inﬂuential
Cabals — a circle of families that makes the mob look like amateurs. And none is more powerful than the Cortez Cabal,
a faction Paige is intimately acquainted with. Lucas Cortez, the rebel son and unwilling heir, is none other than her
boyfriend. But love isn’t blind, and Paige has her eyes wide open as she is drawn into a hunt for an unnatural-born
killer. Pitted against shamans, demons, and goons, it’s a battle chilling enough to make a wild young woman grow up
in a hurry. If she gets the chance. Otherworld Nights Book 3 of the Tales of the Otherworld Series Hachette UK 'A taut,
sensual thriller that grips from the ﬁrst page. Elena Michaels is at once sublime and sympathetic, a modern heroine
who shows that real women bite back.' - Karin Slaughter, The New York Times Sunday Times bestselling author Kelley
Armstrong captivated readers with her Women of the Otherworld series of supernatural thrillers. In this new
anthology, favourite characters return in stories of drama, danger and desire. Legendary werewolf partners Elena and
Clay stalk the pages of this book, along with vampires, witches, half-demons and sorcerers. Filled with fan favourites
and rarities, Otherworld Nights concludes with a brand-new novella, 'Vanishing Act'. This thrilling longer story is set
after series ﬁnale 13, and features much-loved characters Savannah and Adam as they begin a new life - and a
mysterious new case - together. Books by Kelley Armstrong: Women of the Otherworld series Bitten Stolen Dime Store
Magic Industrial Magic Haunted Broken No Humans Involved Personal Demon Living with the Dead Frost Bitten Walking
the Witch Spellbound Thirteen Nadia Staﬀord Exit Strategy Made to be Broken Wild Justice Rockton City of the Lost A
Darkness Absolute This Fallen Prey Watcher in the Woods Alone in the Wild Darkest Powers The Summoning The
Awakening The Reckoning Otherworld Tales Men of the Otherworld Tales of the Otherworld Otherworld Nights
Otherworld Secrets Otherworld Chills Darkness Rising The Gathering The Calling The Rising Cainsville Omens Visions
Deceptions Betrayals Rituals Waking the Witch Women of the Otherworld Vintage Canada The orphaned daughter of a
sorcerer and a half-demon, Savannah is a terrifyingly powerful young witch who has never been able to resist the
chance to throw her magical weight around. But at 21 she knows she needs to grow up and prove to her guardians,
Paige and Lucas, that she can be a responsible member of their supernatural detective agency. So she jumps at the
chance to ﬂy solo, investigating the mysterious deaths of three young women in a nearby factory town as a favour to
one of the agency’s associates. At ﬁrst glance, the murders look garden-variety human, but on closer inspection signs
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point to otherworldly stakes. Soon Savannah is in over her head. She’s run oﬀ the road and nearly killed, haunted by a
mystery stalker, and freaked out when the brother of one of the dead women is murdered when he tries to investigate
the crime. To complicate things, something weird is happening to her powers. Pitted against shamans, demons, a
voodoo-inﬂected cult and garden-variety goons, Savannah has to ﬁght to ensure her ﬁrst case isn’t her last. And she
also has to ask for help, perhaps the hardest lesson she’s ever had to learn. Book 11 in the Otherworld series. The
Gathering Penguin Group On the heels of the wildly popular "The Darkest Powers" series comes the ﬁrst in another
supernatural YA trilogy from New York Times bestelling author Kelley Armstrong. Maya lives in a small medicalresearch town on Vancouver Island. How small? You can't ﬁnd it on the map. It has less than two-hundred people, and
her school has only sixty-eight students — for every grade from kindergarten to twelve. Now, strange things are
happening in this claustrophobic town, and Maya's determined to get to the bottom of them. First, the captain of the
swim team drowns mysteriously in the middle of a calm lake. A year later, mountain lions start appearing around
Maya's home, and they won't go away. Her best friend, Daniel, starts getting negative vibes from certain people and
things. It doesn't help that the new bad boy in town, Rafe, has a dangerous secret — and he's interested in one special
part of Maya's anatomy: Her paw-print birthmark. Tales of the Otherworld Random House Canada "Have you ever
wondered how lone wolf Clayton Danvers ﬁnally got bitten by the last thing he ever expected: love? Or how the hotblooded bad-girl witch Eve Levine managed to ensnare the cold, ruthless corporate sorcerer, Kristof Nast in one of the
Otherworld’s most unlikely pairings? Would you like to be a ﬂy on the wall at the wedding of Lucas Cortez and Paige
Winterbourne, as their eminently practical plans are gradually upended by their well-meaning friends? Or tag along
with Lucas and Paige as they investigate a rather gruesome case that looks to be the result of a rogue vampire? Now,
Otherworld readers can share these moments with some of their favorite characters–as well as catching welcome
glimpses into the minds of some of the lesser-known players. But even readers new to the Otherworld universe will
ﬁnd much to love in these seven tales of friendship, adventure, and enduring romance."--provided by publisher. The
Hunter and the Hunted An Otherworld E-Book Original Random House Canada In Oﬀ-Duty Angel, dark witch and halfdemon Eve Levine is desperate for a little entertainment while her lover, Kristof Nash, is detained in afterlife court-enough to volunteer an extra week's worth of angel corps duty just to pass the time. Luckily something even better
comes up: a real celestial bounty-hunter mission to trail a shaman, someone who might prove to be a useful lead in
Kristof's court case. Following the target goes smoothly, until he leads Eve to the British Museum, where she
inadvertently steps into a secret dimensional passage and stumbles upon a far more enticing puzzle . . . and a much
greater danger. Packed with suspense and surprising twists, Oﬀ-Duty Angel reveals fascinating new insights into a
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beloved series character. It's not a good sign when Elena Michaels and Clayton Danvers resort to everyday activities on
their long-awaited honeymoon in St. Louis. But their encroaching boredom is about to take a backseat to an
unexpected threat that catches Clay's attention. A non-pack werewolf is clearly stalking them--out to claim Elena for
himself--and Clay has no intention of letting the upstart mutt spoil their romantic getaway, even if that means
deceiving Elena as he pursues the rival werewolf on his own. Originally part of an anthology of supernatural romance
stories, Stalked is the perfect introduction to Kelley Armstrong's Otherworld series and an action-packed interlude for
fans to revisit some of their favorite characters. Includes an exclusive early look at 13, the epic ﬁnale to the
Otherworld series, coming July 24, 2012. Exit Strategy Seal Books Popular fantasy author Kelley Armstrong (Women of
the Otherworld series) makes her ﬁrst foray into crime ﬁction, with the debut of a series of non-paranormal novels
featuring female assassin Nadia Staﬀord. Nadia Staﬀord is one of the world’s few female contract killers. A former cop,
drummed out of the force because of a scandal, she is an expert at disguise and cool under pressure. But when fellow
hitman Jack arrives on the scene, Nadia’s very private existence is seriously challenged. A series of victims are being
murdered seemingly at random all over the country — diﬀerent areas, diﬀerent walks of life, diﬀerent MOs. There is
nothing to tie them together except a random page torn out of a single book: Helter Skelter. But does the Helter
Skelter killer — as the hysterical media now dub him — have a real connection to Charles Manson? Or is there
something even more sinister at work? Is this, in fact — as Jack believes — the carefully planned exit strategy of a
fellow professional killer, determined to leave the life, but equally determined to clear up an old mistake? And, if so,
which is the real victim? Now, the highly suspicious and secretive hitman community will have to break their cover — at
least, to each other — and help take down this killer before the cops and the Feds discover his true connection to their
own secret, exclusive society…. Shards and Ashes Harper Collins The world is gone, destroyed by human, ecological, or
supernatural causes. Survivors dodge chemical warfare and cruel gods; they travel the reaches of space and inhabit
underground caverns. Their enemies are disease, corrupt corporations, and one another; their resources are few and
their courage is tested. Powerful original dystopian tales from nine bestselling authors oﬀer bleak insight, prophetic
visions, and precious glimmers of light among the shards and ashes of a ruined world. Stories from: Kelley Armstrong
Rachel Caine Kami Garcia Nancy Holder Melissa Marr Beth Revis Veronica Roth Carrie Ryan Margaret Stohl Driven The
Gathering Atom Books The world seemed to dip and darken and I smelled wet earth and thick musk and fresh blood. The
wind whipped past, like I was running. Running so fast the ground whizzed beneath me and the wind cut across my
skin . . . Maya Delaney has always felt a close bond with nature. The woods around her home are a much-loved
sanctuary - and the pawprint birthmark on her hip feels like a sign that she belongs. But then strange and terrible
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things begin to happen in the tiny medical-research town of Salmon Creek (population: 200). The captain of the swim
team drowns mysteriously in the middle of a calm lake. Mountain lions appear around Maya's home, and won't go
away. Her best friend, Daniel, starts experiencing 'bad vibes' about certain people and things. One of those people is
Rafe - the new bad boy in town. What is he hiding - and why is he suddenly so interested in Maya . . . ? Four
Summoner's Tales Simon and Schuster Four bestselling authors. One hellraising premise. What if the dead could be
summoned from their graves—for a price? What if a quartet of distinctive storytellers took a stab at this deceptively
simple idea—on a dare? The answers lie here, in Four Summoner’s Tales, as these acclaimed writers accept the
challenge and rise to the occasion—in four brilliantly chilling ways. It’s all in the execution. . . “SUFFER THE CHILDREN”
BY KELLEY ARMSTRONG, #1 New York Times bestselling author A preacher and his adopted daughter must solve the
mystery of the newcomers to their isolated 19th century village—men who are preying on residents' overwhelming
grief with promises to bring the stricken back to life. “PIPERS” BY CHRISTOPHER GOLDEN, New York Times bestselling
author Twenty-three people have already lost their lives to the ruthless cartel terrorizing their small Texas border
town. But one man has a plan for revenge, if the town’s survivors will let him use their loved ones—to raise an army of
the undead. “A BAD SEASON FOR NECROMANCY” BY DAVID LISS, National bestselling author In merry old England, a
rascally con man stumbles upon a book for raising the dead. But instead of using it to make money by reviving
relatives for the rich, he'll do just the opposite. Because some family skeletons need to stay buried. “ALIVE DAY” BY
JONATHAN MABERRY, New York Times bestselling author In war-torn Afghanistan, a U.S. military operative and his
team face oﬀ against an ancient horror during a harrowing oﬀ-the-books search-and-rescue mission. Omens The
Cainsville Series Random House Canada Following the epic conclusion of her internationally bestselling Women of the
Otherworld series, Kelley Armstrong launches a brand-new series set in Cainsville, a small town as spookily fascinating
as Stephen King's Castle Rock or Dean Koontz's Moonlight Bay. Olivia Taylor Jones, 24, seems to have the perfect life.
The only daughter of a wealthy Chicago family, she has an Ivy League education, pursues volunteerism and
philanthropy, and is engaged to a handsome young tech-ﬁrm CEO with political ambitions. But Olivia's world is
shattered when she ﬁnds out that she's adopted. Her real parents? Todd and Pamela Larsen, notorious serial killers,
each still serving a life sentence. The news brings a maelstrom of unwanted publicity to her adopted family and ﬁancé,
and Olivia thinks the best thing she can do for herself and for them is run away from it all. She ends up in the small
town of Cainsville, Illinois, an old and cloistered community that takes a particular interest in both Olivia and her
decision to uncover the truth about her birth parents. Olivia decides to focus on the Larsens' last crime, the one
Pamela Larsen swears will prove their innocence. But as she and Gabriel Walsh, Pamela's former lawyer, start
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investigating, Olivia ﬁnds herself drawing on abilities that have remained hidden since her childhood, gifts that make
her both a valuable addition to Cainsville and deeply vulnerable to unknown enemies. There are dark secrets behind
her new home, and powers lurking in the shadows that have their own plans for her. Werewolves Book One: Bitten,
Stolen and Beginnings Vintage Canada OMNIBUS Book One: Bitten Where it all began. Elena is leading the normal life
she has always dreamed of, including a stable job as a journalist and a nice apartment shared with her boyfriend. As
the lone female werewolf in existence, only her secret midnight prowls and her occasional inhuman cravings set her
apart. An erotically charged thriller, Bitten will awaken the voracious appetite of every reader. Book Two: Stolen
Vampires, demons, shamans, witches--in Stolen they all exist, and they're all under attack. An obsessed tycoon with a
sick curiosity is well on his way to amassing a private collection of supernaturals, and plans to harness their powers for
himself--even if it means killing them. For Elena, kidnapped and imprisoned deep underground, separated from her
Pack, unable to tell her friends from her enemies, choosing the right allies is a matter of life and death. Meet other
supernaturals--Paige, Savannah, Eve--who go on to play signiﬁcant roles in the Otherworld series. Book Three:
Beginnings Originally released as a novella in Tales of the Otherworld, this prequel to Bitten tells the story of how Clay
met Elena. He was a visiting professor at the University of Toronto, reluctant to leave Jeremy and the rest of the Pack
in upstate New York. She was a gifted student struggling to make ends meet and coping with signiﬁcant early trauma.
He needed a research assistant; she needed a job... The Rising Harper Collins The race for survival comes to a thrilling
conclusion in the heart-stopping ﬁnale to the Darkness Rising trilogy, from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Kelley Armstrong. Things are getting desperate for Maya and her friends. Hunted by the powerful St. Clouds and now a
rival Cabal as well, they're quickly running out of places to hide. All they have is the name and number of someone who
might be able to give them a few answers. Answers to why they're so valuable, and why their supernatural powers are
getting more and more out of control. But Maya is unprepared for the truths that await her. And like it or not, she'll
have to face down some demons from her past if she ever hopes to move on with her life. Because Maya can't keep
running forever. With all the twists, thrills, and romance that have made Kelley Armstrong an international bestseller,
plus the surprising return of some fan-favorite characters, The Rising will hold you under its spell long after its
breathtaking end. The Reckoning Book 3 of the Darkest Powers Series Hachette UK 'There's never a slow moment in
their journey or a false line in Armstrong's writing.' - Charlaine Harris, author of Dead to the World 'Kelley Armstrong
has created a gritty, realistic world both teen and adult readers will enjoy. Edge-of-the-seat reading, with plenty of
surprises. I want the next installment now!' - Kim Harrison, author of White Witch, Black Curse The nail-biting climax to
Kelley Armstrong's bestselling Darkest Powers trilogy Chloe Saunders is ﬁfteen and would love to be normal.
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Unfortunately, Chloe happens to be a genetically engineered necromancer who can raise the dead without even trying.
She and her equally gifted (or should that be 'cursed'?) friends are now running for their lives from the evil corporation
that created them. As if that's not enough, Chloe is struggling with her feelings for Simon, a sweet-tempered sorcerer,
and his brother Derek, a not so sweet-tempered werewolf. And she has a horrible feeling she's leaning towards the
werewolf... Deﬁnitely not normal. The explosive ﬁnal part of the Darkest Powers trilogy, Kelley Armstrong's
internationally bestselling YA series. Books by Kelley Armstrong: Women of the Otherworld series Bitten Stolen Dime
Store Magic Industrial Magic Haunted Broken No Humans Involved Personal Demon Living with the Dead Frost Bitten
Walking the Witch Spellbound Thirteen Nadia Staﬀord Exit Strategy Made to be Broken Wild Justice Rockton City of the
Lost A Darkness Absolute This Fallen Prey Watcher in the Woods Alone in the Wild Darkest Powers The Summoning The
Awakening The Reckoning Otherworld Tales Men of the Otherworld Tales of the Otherworld Otherworld Nights
Otherworld Secrets Otherworld Chills Darkness Rising The Gathering The Calling The Rising Cainsville Omens Visions
Deceptions Betrayals Rituals The Awakening Book 2 of the Darkest Powers Series Hachette UK '[The Awakening] hits the
ground running, leaving readers tripping, stumbling and racing to keep up.... Will exhilarate even readers new to the
series.' - Kirkus, starred review 'Armstrong has some fun toying with supernatural teen thriller conventions, and the
taut pacing should please fans of the exploding genre.' - Booklist Chloe Saunders used to be a normal teenage girl - or
so she thought. Then she learned the shocking truth - she is a walking science experiment. Genetically altered at birth
by a sinister group of scientists known as the Edison Group, Chloe is an aberration - a powerful necromancer who can
see ghosts and even raise the dead, often with terrifying consequences. Even worse, her growing powers have made
her a threat to the surviving members of the Edison Group, who have decided it's time to end their experiment permanently . . . Now Chloe is running for her life with three other supernatural teenagers - a charming sorcerer, a
troubled werewolf and a temperamental young witch. Together they have a chance for freedom - but can Chloe trust
her new friends? The second book in the stunning Darkest Powers trilogy, The Awakening is a powerful and gripping
story from bestselling author Kelley Armstrong. Books by Kelley Armstrong: Women of the Otherworld series Bitten
Stolen Dime Store Magic Industrial Magic Haunted Broken No Humans Involved Personal Demon Living with the Dead
Frost Bitten Walking the Witch Spellbound Thirteen Nadia Staﬀord Exit Strategy Made to be Broken Wild Justice
Rockton City of the Lost A Darkness Absolute This Fallen Prey Watcher in the Woods Alone in the Wild Darkest Powers
The Summoning The Awakening The Reckoning Otherworld Tales Men of the Otherworld Tales of the Otherworld
Otherworld Nights Otherworld Secrets Otherworld Chills Darkness Rising The Gathering The Calling The Rising
Cainsville Omens Visions Deceptions Betrayals Rituals Hidden Subterranean A strange new werewolf, the murder of a
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college student and a missing girl all get in the way of werewolves Elena Michaels and Clayton Danvers' attempt to
have a traditional, normal Christmas for their two children. The Darkest Powers Trilogy, 3-book bundle The
Summoning, The Awakening, The Reckoning Penguin Kelley Armstrong's New York Times bestselling Darkest Powers
trilogy is collected here for the ﬁrst time! The Summoning: Chloe is locked up in Lyle House, a "special home" for
troubled teens. Yet the home isn't what it seems. There is deﬁnitely more to Chloe's housemates than meets the eye.
The question is, whose side are they on? It's up to her to ﬁgure out the dangerous secrets behind Lyle House . . .
before its skeletons come back to haunt her. The Awakening: Chloe Saunders is a living science experiment--not only
can she see ghosts, but she was genetically altered by a sinister organization called the Edison Group. She's a teenage
necromancer whose powers are out of control, which means she can raise the dead without even trying. Now Chloe's
running for her life with three of her supernatural friends--a charming sorcerer, a cynical werewolf, and a disgruntled
witch--and they have to ﬁnd someone who can help them before the Edison Group catches them. The Reckoning: Chloe
Saunders's life is not what you would call normal. First of all, she can't ﬁgure out how she feels about a certain
antisocial werewolf or his charming brother--who just happens to be a sorcerer. Then there's the fact that she's
running for her life from an evil corporation that's trying to kill her and her supernatural friends. And ﬁnally, she's a
genetically altered necromancer who can raise the dead, rotting corpses and all, without even trying. But Chloe has a
plan. And the end is very near. Counterfeit Magic Subterranean Witch detectives Paige Winterbourne and Savannah
Levine investigate after ﬁghters begin dying at a supernatural ﬁght club. No Humans Involved Book 7 in the Women of
the Otherworld Series Hachette UK 'Armstrong has a good ear for dialogue, and the main characters, especially Jaime
and Eve, stand out in full colour.' - Winnipeg Free Press 'The Women of the Otherworld universe has expanded and
gained further deﬁnition with this latest entry. . . . If Kelly Armstrong writes it, then you should add it to your reading
list if you want a darn good tale.' - HuntressReviews.com NO HUMANS INVOLVED stars necromancer Jaime Vegas. She's
on a television shoot in Brentwood, Los Angeles when weird things start to happen. Invisible hands brush her arms,
she sees movements out of the corner of her eye, unintelligible fragments of words are whispered in her ear. Jaime's
used to seeing the dead and hearing them clearly. But now, for the ﬁrst time in her life, she knows what humans mean
when they say they're being haunted. Jaime is determined to get to the bottom of this, but she doesn't realise how low
her investigation will take her, or what human-based horror she will uncover. As Jamie delves through the dark
underside of Los Angeles she'll need as much Otherworld help as she can get to survive unscathed. But Jeremy, the
alpha-werewolf is there by her side to oﬀer his protection. And maybe more than that . . . Book seven in Kelley
Armstrong's bestselling Otherworld series. Books by Kelley Armstrong: Women of the Otherworld series Bitten Stolen
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Dime Store Magic Industrial Magic Haunted Broken No Humans Involved Personal Demon Living with the Dead Frost
Bitten Walking the Witch Spellbound Thirteen Nadia Staﬀord Exit Strategy Made to be Broken Wild Justice Rockton City
of the Lost A Darkness Absolute This Fallen Prey Watcher in the Woods Alone in the Wild Darkest Powers The
Summoning The Awakening The Reckoning Otherworld Tales Men of the Otherworld Tales of the Otherworld
Otherworld Nights Otherworld Secrets Otherworld Chills Darkness Rising The Gathering The Calling The Rising
Cainsville Omens Visions Deceptions Betrayals Rituals Sea of Shadows Harper Collins Kelley Armstrong, #1 New York
Times bestselling author, takes an exciting new direction with this big, breathtaking blend of fantasy, romance, horror,
and pulse-pounding a
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